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On the Probability of Partial Decoding in
Sparse Network Coding
Hadi Sehat and Peyman Pahlavani
Abstract—Sparse Network Coding (SNC) has been a
promising network coding scheme as an improvement for
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) in terms of the
computational complexity. However, in this literature, there
has been no analytical expressions for the probability of
decoding a fraction of source messages after transmission
of some coded packets. In this work, we looked into the
problem of the probability of decoding a fraction of source
messages, i.e., partial decoding, in the decoder for a system
which uses SNC. We exploited the Principle of Inclusion
and Exclusion to derive expressions of partial decoding
probability. The presented model predicts the probability
of partial decoding with an average deviation of 6 %.
Our results show that SNC has a great potential for
recovering a fraction of the source message, especially in
higher sparsity and lower Galois Field size. Moreover, to
achieve a better probability of partial decoding throughout
transmissions, we define a sparsity tuning scheme that
significantly increases the probability of partial decoding.
Our results show that this tuning scheme achieves a 16 %
improvement in terms of probability of decoding a fraction
of source packets with respect to traditional SNC.
Index Terms—Sparse Network Coding, Rank-Deficient
Decoding, Sparse Tunable Network Coding
I. INTRODUCTION
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC), is a net-
work coding scheme, in which coded packets are con-
structed by random linear combinations of source pack-
ets [1]. Sparse Network Coding (SNC) is shown to
be a major improvement for RLNC, reducing its high
computational complexity with the expense of larger
communication overhead [2]. In both RLNC and SNC
schemes, the encoder sends n source packets, i.e., gen-
eration, to a destination, i.e., the decoder. The decoder
decodes the whole message after exactly n linearly
independent coded packets are received [1] [3]. This
decoding procedure leads to long delays as huge num-
ber of transmissions are required to decode the whole
generation. In order to overcome this property, rank-
deficient decoding was proposed in [4] to recover a
subset of source packets from fewer than n received
coded packets. In this literature, probability of partial
decoding is the probability of decoding at least x ≤ n
source packets when m coded packets are received,
where m can be smaller, equal to or greater than n [5].
The problem of decoding a fraction of source packets
in a network coding scheme has been studied as the
concept of secure network coding, e.g., [6]. In this
scenario, the security criteria is that a potential eaves-
dropper does not have any information about the source
packets. This security criteria shows that if we decrease
the probability of partial decoding, the system is more
secure [3]. Other than security concerns, the probability
of partial decoding is of importance in real-time systems
and live streams. In traditional RLNC, the decoder must
receive exactly n linearly independent coded packets to
recover the whole generation which leads to huge delay
if n is large or the channel error is high. However, by
using rank-deficient decoding, the decoder can recover
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a fraction of source packets while less than n coded
packets are received, hence reducing the delay per packet
throughout the transmission [5].
As far as our knowledge, there is only one paper on
the probability of partial decoding of SNC. A recent
work in this literature is [7], which provides a Markov
Chain model to derive the aforementioned probability.
However, this work is limited for high field size assump-
tion where the authors used Markov Chain model. If the
system variables change, a new set of Markov Chain
analysis is needed to derive a performance model.
Tunable Sparse Network Coding (TSNC) was pre-
sented in [8], [9] to achieve better performance in
terms of completion time and complexity. Completion
time is the number of transmissions until the last packet
is decoded in a generation. In this work, the author did
not provide any model for partial decoding. A proper
tunable approach to increase the probability of partial
decoding is also missed in the literature.
Our contribution in this paper is as follows.
1) Unlike [7], we provide an approximation for the
probability of partial decoding for an SNC scheme
in general form. Our model predicts the probability
of decoding at least x source packets after a spe-
cific number of transmissions. An approximation
for the probability of decoding exactly x source
packets when m coded packets are transmitted is
also derived.
2) We derived approximate expressions for the prob-
ability of partial decoding and for a transmission
channel with an erasure probability.
3) We propose a tuning scheme for SNC network
to enhance the performance of SNC scheme in
terms of partial decoding probability. We prove
that this tuning scheme has the minimum Average
Decoding Delay (ADD) [7] for a system using
SNC scheme.
4) We validated our model for the probability of par-
tial decoding using simulation results. The results
show a maximum Mean-Absolute-Percentage-
Deviation (MAPD) [10] of 6 % between simula-
tion and theoretical results for different values of
the number of source packets, Galois Field size
and sparsity.
5) We tested our tuning scheme using simulation
techniques. The results show an average of 16 %
reduction of ADD for our tuning scheme with
respect to the traditional SNC scheme throughout
the transmission.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II includes the related work. In section III, we
formulate our problem and introduce our system model.
In section IV, we derive the probability distribution for
decoding a fraction of source packets. In section V,
we present our tuning scheme. Section VI presents our
results and finally section VII includes the conclusion of
this work and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
The probability of decoding a fraction of source pack-
ets in RLNC scheme has been a major research topic,
in context of both performance [5] and security [6]. The
authors of [6] showed an upper bound for the possibility
of decoding a fraction of source packets, while in [5], the
authors derived exact expressions for the probability of
partial decoding for RLNC. Unfortunately, none of these
works can be extended to SNC scheme. In [11], these
expressions were used to study the security of RLNC in
a multi-relay network. The authors of [12] also found an
exact expression for the probability of partial decoding in
systematic RLNC. However, their analysis is only valid
for Binary Galois Field and also can not be extended to
SNC.
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Rateless codes such as LT and Raptor codes, can be
considered as a binary implementation of SNC [13] [14]
and partial decoding probability has been a major re-
search topic in the literature of rateless codes. To men-
tion a few, the authors of [15] designed an algorithm for
an optimal recovery rate, i.e. partial decoding probability
in LT codes. However, the results of this work are
asymptotically optimal and may only be employed for
infinite number of source packets. In [16], the authors
provided a probability analysis for decoding a fraction
of source packets based on the structure of the received
coded packets. However, their analysis can not provide
any probability for partial decoding, where the exact
structure of the received coded packets are unknown. The
authors of [17] and [18], proposed algorithms to increase
the probability of partial decoding for rateless codes.
However, these works only increase the probability of
partial decoding in the specific stages of the whole
transmission and also can not be extended to non-binary
Galois Fields. Also these algorithms are based on current
coded packets received by the decoder and require huge
computation overhead while transmitting coded packets.
Another interesting research is Instantly Decodable
Network Coding (IDNC) [19]. In this scheme, the pack-
ets are sent in a way that an instant decoding of at least
one of the source packets is guaranteed. However, the
analysis on the partial decoding probability of this family
of codes, such as [20] and [21], is only valid for binary
Galois Field and the presence of feedback in the system.
Moreover, the IDNC family of codes heavily rely on
feedbacks, though in our work, the system is considered
to be feedback-free.
The authors of [22] and [23] introduced and analyzed
an improvement for the SNC scheme called perpetual
coding. However, this coding scheme is not completely
random and uses a structured type of coding to send
packets, and the analysis on this coding scheme can not
be extended to random SNC scheme, which is the scope
of this paper.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a sender, i.e., encoder, which wants to
send n source packets {p1, p2, ..., pn} to a destination
node, i.e., decoder in an error-free channel. The decoder
receives m coded packets, where each coded packet
is generated by C =
n∑
i=1
cipi and the coefficients
{ci, ..., cn} are generated from a Galois Field GF (q)
using the following probability distribution:
P (ci = v) =


1− p if v = 0 ;
p
q−1 Otherwise
(1)
where p ≤ 1 − 1q , RLNC is achieved when p = 1 −
1
q . In this notation, 1 − p denotes the sparsity of the
system [24].
The decoder stores the coefficients of the received
coded packets into matrix M , called decoding matrix.
The decoding matrix M is a member of Fm,nq , the set of
all m-by-n matrices that can be generated over GF (q).
The decoder decodes all source packets if and only if the
decoding matrix contains exactly n linearly independent
rows, i.e., the rank of the decoding matrix is n.
Although the network coding strategies including
RLNC are used in different network topologies, there
are still no recoding mechanism for SNC in multi-relay
networks. There have been some research on the recod-
ing aspect of SNC such as [25], however, the proposed
methods are not guaranteed to preserve the sparsity of the
packets throughout the transmission. Hence, our analysis
in this work is limited to a single-hop network.
In this work, we approximated the SNC scheme in a
way that in each coded packet, there are exactly n·p non-
zero coefficients in random positions, i.e., the sparsity of
each row is fixed. The same approach has been followed
by [7] and [8]. This approximation is valid in higher
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number of source packets and the results show that the
derived model is also valid for general SNC scheme. We
denote this model as constrained SNC in this paper.
In this paper, we suppose ith source packet as ei,
which is a vector of length n. The ith element of this
vector is 1 while all other elements are zero. By this
notation, the source packet i is decoded if and only if
ei ∈ Row(M), where Row(M) is the row space of
M [5].
Although the derived equations and the proposed
tuning scheme are based on the error-free channel, we
have also derived he probability of partial decoding for
an erasure channel in section IV.
IV. PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
In this paper, we are interested in derivation of the
probability distribution for decoding at least x ≤ n
source packets, given m coded packets are received
by the decoder, where m can be smaller than, equal
to or bigger than n. This probability is denoted by
P (X ≥ x|M = m). In order to find this probability,
we decompose our analysis into two parts.
1) The probability that at least x source packets
are decoded, given r out of m received coded
packets are linearly independent. This probability
is denoted by P (X ≥ x|R = r,M = m).
2) The probability that r out of m received coded
packets are linearly independent. This probability
is denoted by P rm.
It is easy to see that these probabilities relate to each
other as [5]:
P (X ≥ x|M = m) =
m∑
r=x
P (X ≥ x|R = r,M = m)P rm.
(2)
The probability that r out of m coded packets are
linearly independent has been found for SNC scheme
in [26], where P rm is derived by using a recursive
equation. In this section, we modify the equations given
in aforementioned paper to derive an equation for P rm.
According to [26], the probability distribution for rank
of a sparse matrix m-by-n matrix, where m ≤ n and the
entries of the matrix are distributed by (1) in GF (q), is
as follows:
Pmm = P
m−1
m−1
P fullm
P fullm−1
;
P rm = P
r
m−1
(
1−
P fullr+1
P fullr
)
+ P r−1m−1
P fullr
P fullr−1
;
P 0m = P
0
m−1
(
1−
P full1
P full0
)
;
∀ r : 0 < r < m and P full0 = P
0
0 = 1
(3)
where P fulli is the probability that a matrix with i
rows, where its elements are distributed as (1), is full
rank [27]. This probability is equal to [26]:
P fulli = Π
i
k=1(1− pk)
nk (4)
where pk and nk are defined as follows:
pk =
(q − 1
q
(1−
qp
q − 1
)k +
1
q
)n
;
nk =
(
i
k
)
(q − 1)k.
(5)
We write (3) in matrix form as in (6).
A. Probability of partial decoding in error-free channel
This subsection is devoted to the derivation of the
probability of decoding at least x source packets, given
the number of rows of the decoding matrix and the rank
of the decoding matrix, i.e., P (X ≥ x|M = m,R = r).
Before we start, we need to define the mathematical tools
used in this section.
Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion. Given a set
A, let f be a real valued function defined for all sets
S, J ⊆ A. If g(S) =
∑
J:J⊇S f(J), then f(S) =∑
J:J⊇S(−1)
|J/S|g(J) [28].
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

P 0m
P 1m
...
Pmm


=


1− P full0
P full0 1− P
full
1
. . .
. . .
P fullm−1 1− P
full
m


m−1 

1
0
...
0


= Am−1e1. (6)
The general form of Binomial Coefficients. The
general form of binomial coefficients for real numbers
is as follows [29]:
(
n
k
)
=
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(n− k + 1)
. (7)
In order to find the probability P (X ≥ x|R = r,M =
m), first, we find the probability of recovering exactly x
source packets, denoted by P (X = x|R = r,M = m).
In order to find this probability, we first propose two
lemmas.
Lemma 1. The number of possible decoding matrices
when the decoder receives m coded packets generated
from n source packets in a constrained SNC transmission
is equal to:
N =
( Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(np+ 1)Γ(n− np+ 1)
(q − 1)np
)m
. (8)
Proof. In a constrained SNC scheme where the prob-
ability that each coefficient is non-zero is equal to p,
each coded packet has an average of np non-zero co-
efficients. Therefore, on average, each coded packet has(
n
np
)
(q − 1)np possible instances and
((
n
np
)
(q − 1)np
)m
possible decoding matrices. Since np may have a non-
integer value, we substitute
(
n
np
)
with its equivalent
using (7) to derive (8).
Lemma 2. The number of decoding matrices when
the decoder receives m coded packets generated from n
source packets in a constrained SNC transmission, and
x source packets are decoded is equal to
Nx =

( Γ(n+1)
Γ(npx+1)Γ(n−npx+1)
(q − 1)npx
)m−x
if x ≤ m ;
0 Otherwise
(9)
where
Px =
x∑
l=0
np− l
n
(
x
l
)
Γ(np− l + 1)Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n− l + 1)Γ(np+ 1)
. (10)
Proof. Suppose x source packets are decoded, hence,
there are m − x coded packets in the decoding matrix.
Since the decoder uses Gauss-Jordan elimination to de-
code the source packets, the coefficients of the decoded
source packets is changed to zero in the remainingm−x
coded packets. Therefore, the sparsity of the remaining
coded packets is not equal to 1 − p. Let’s denote the
sparsity of the remaining coded packets as 1 − Px. In
order to calculate Px, we use the average of sparsity of
all the coded packets.
The probability that l out of x decoded source packets
are contained in one of the remaining coded packets is
equal to:
Pl,x =
(
n−l
np−l
)
(
n
np
)
(
x
l
)
. (11)
The probability that the sparsity of one of the remain-
ing coded packets is 1 − np−ln is equal to (11). Hence,
the expected probability of having non-zero coefficient
in the remaining m− x coded packets is equal to:
Px =
x∑
l=0
np− l
n
Pl,x. (12)
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By substituting the general form of
(
n
k
)
using (7), we
get (10) for the probability of having non-zero elements
in the remaining coded packets. Therefore, the total
number of decoding matrices for which x source packets
are decoded, is found using (8), by substituting m with
m− x and p with Px.
Theorem 1. Given a decoder have received m sparse
coded packets with sparsity 1− p, generated from from
n source packets, the probability that exactly x source
packets are decoded is given by
P (X = x|R = r,M = m) =
(
n
x
)m−x∑
j=0
[(n− x
j
)
(−1)j
(
Cx,j · (q − 1)
npx+j
)m−x−j
P r−x−jm−x−j
nP rm
]
.
(13)
where
Cx,j =
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(npx+j + 1)Γ(n− npx+j + 1)
. (14)
Proof. In appendix 1.
Corollary 1. For a system using constrained SNC
scheme to generate coded packets, the probability of
decoding at least x source packets given the decoding
matrix has m rows and rank r, is equal to:
P (X ≥ x|R = r,M = m) =
r∑
i=x
(
n
i
)m−i∑
j=0
[(n− i
j
)
(−1)j
(Ci,j · (q − 1)
npi+jp )m−i−jP r−x−jm−x−j
nP rm
]
.
(15)
Proof. By definition, P (X ≥ x|R = r,M = m) =
r∑
i=x
P (X = i|R = r,M = m), substituting in (13) gives
the result.
Corollary 2. For a system using constrained SNC
scheme to generate coded packets, the probability of
decoding at least x source packets given the decoding
matrix has m rows is equal to:
P (X ≥ x|M = m) =
m∑
r=0
[
(Am−1e1)r
r∑
i=x
(
n
i
)m−i∑
j=0
(
n− i
j
)
(−1)j
(
Ci,j .(q − 1)
npi+j
)m−i−j
P
r−x−|J′|
m−x−|J′|P
r−x−j
m−x−j
nP rm
]
(16)
where (Am−1e1)r denotes r
th row of the result matrix
Am−1e1 and Cx,j and N are given by (14) and (8)
respectively.
Proof. Using (2) and substituting in (15) (6) gives the
result.
corollary 3. For a system using constrained SNC
scheme to generate coded packets, the probability of
decoding exactly x source packets given the decoding
matrix has m rows is equal to:
P (X = x|M = m) =
m∑
r=0
[
(Am−1e1)r
(
n
x
)
m−x∑
j=0
(
n− x
j
)
(−1)j
(
Cx,j.(q − 1)
npx+j
)m−x−j
P r−x−jm−x−j
NP rm
.
(17)
Proof. Using (2) and substituting in (13) and (6) gives
the result.
B. Probability of partial decoding in a erasure channel
Consider the channel between the sender and the
receiver to have an erasure probability equal to ε, i.e., a
coded packet is received by the receiver with probability
1−ε. In this case, the total number of received packets by
the receiver after m transmissions is equal to m(1− ε).
Therefore, the probability of partially decoding x source
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packets is equal to:
P (X = x|M = m) =
m(1−ε)∑
r=0
[
(Am(1−ε)−1e1)r
(
n
x
)m(1−ε)−x∑
j=0
(
n− x
j
)
(−1)j
(
Cx,j .(q − 1)
npx+j
)m(1−ε)−x−j
P r−x−jm(1−ε)−x−j
NP rm(1−ε)
]
.
(18)
V. TUNING SCHEME
In order to present the tuning scheme for SNC, we use
the ADD as the performance measure. ADD is defined
as the expected number of transmissions required to
decode a source packet form a generation [7]. We choose
ADD as the performance measure because lower ADD
indicates lower number of transmissions are required to
recover each source packet. As the scope of this paper is
to propose methods to increase the chance of decoding
source packets by less transmission of coded packets,
we can focus on a scheme to lower the ADD of the
transmission.
In this section, we first formulate ADD in terms of
the sparsity of the system and then use this formulation
in order to tune the sparsity of the system to achieve
the minimum ADD. Using Corollary 3 in Section IV,
we calculate the average number of decoded source
packets after m transmissions as shown by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2. The average number of decoded source
packets after m successful transmissions in a system us-
ing constrained SNC scheme based on (1) is as follows.
E(X |M = m) =
m∑
r=0
[
(Am−1e1)r
n∑
x=0
x
(
n
x
)
m−x∑
j=0
(
n− x
j
)
(−1)j
(
Cx,j.(q − 1)
npx+j
)m−x−j
P r−x−jm−x−j
nprm
]
.
(19)
Proof. The probability of decoding exactly x source
packets after m transmissions is given by (17). Comput-
ing the average of this equation over x gives the result.
In order to propose our tuning scheme, we first pro-
pose two lemmas.
Lemma 4. Average ADD of a system using con-
strained SNC scheme is equal to:
E(ADD) =
m0∑
m=0
m.
(
E(X |M = m)−E(X |M = m−1)
)
(20)
where m0 is the minimum value of m for which
E(X |M = m0) ≃ n, i.e., the number of transmissions
to decode the whole generation.
Proof. If packet i is expected to be decoded after mi
transmissions, ADD can be formulated as [7]:
ADD =
∑
i
mi
n
.
In other words, if the expected number of source
packets that are decoded exactly after mthi successful
transmissions is denoted as di, the ADD can be formu-
lated as:
E(ADD) =
k∑
i=0
midi
n
where k is the total number of transmissions until all
of the source packets are decoded, in order to calculate
di, we use (19). It is easy to see that di = E(X |M =
mi)− E(X |M = mi − 1), completing the proof.
Lemma 5. In order to achieve the minimum ADD in
our system, we choose the sparsity of ith, i.e., pm, in a
way that E(X |M = i) is maximum for the given pi.
Proof. We can rewrite (20) as follows.
July 30, 2019 DRAFT
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E(ADD)
= E(X |M = 1)− E(X |M = 0) + ...
+m0.E(X |M = m0)−m0.E(X |M = m0 − 1)
= m0.n− E(X |M = 0)− E(X |M = 1)−
E(X |M = 2)− ...− E(X |M = m0 − 1)
= m0.n−
m0−1∑
i=0
E(X |M = i).
(21)
The value of E(X |M = m) is bounded by n, so there
exists a pm0 and m0 for which the value of E(X |M =
m0) = n where there is no value for pm′ and m
′ < m0
for which E(X |M = m′) = n. In this notation, m0
denotes the minimum value of m for which the whole
generation can be decoded. Our algorithm chooses a pi
at each step i for which E(X |M = i) is maximum,
hence, this algorithm always chooses the mentioned pm0
and m0. Therefore, our algorithm ensures that the value
of m0 is minimum and all values of E(X |M − n) are
maximum. Therefore, according to (21), the expected
value of ADD for the system which uses the algorithm
is its minimum.
In the proof of lemma 5 we also proved that we choose
pm in a way that E(X |M = i) is maximum for the given
pi, the total number of required transmissions to decode
the whole generation is minimum.
By using (19), we find a value pi for i
th coded packet,
where E(X |M = mi) is maximum for sparsity 1 − pi.
Then, we use following lemma to calculate the sparsity
of ith coded packet.
Lemma 6. To achieve the minimum ADD, we set the
value p in (1) for ith coded packet as follows:
p = i.pi − (i− 1)pi−1. (22)
Proof. Before sending the ith coded packet, the spar-
sity of decoding matrix is equal to 1 − pi−1. The i
th
coded packet must be sent in a way that after sending
this packet, the sparsity of the decoding matrix become
1 − pi. The sparsity of the decoding matrix is equal to
average sparsity of its rows, hence, we have:
p+ (i − 1)pi−1
i
= pi
which leads to (22).
The proposed tuning scheme calculates the value of p
for each coded packet using (22) prior to the transmis-
sion. This algorithm would prevent any additional com-
putational complexity during the transmission. Hence the
minimum value of ADD and the number of transmissions
can be achieved by a pre-processing in the source node.
VI. RESULTS
In order to validate our results, we used KODO
library [30] to simulate fully-random SNC scheme based
on equation 1 in a one-hop system, consisting of an
encoder and a decoder. In this simulation campaign, we
carried out 50000 independent experiments and derived
the number of decoded packets afterm coded packets are
received in the decoder. The expected number of decoded
source packets is considered as the average value of the
aforementioned measure in all experiments.
Fig. 1 shows the results of model for probability of de-
coding at least x source packets after m transmissions as
well as simulation results for n = 32, x = {1, 5, 10, 32},
q ∈ {2, 24, 28} and w ∈ {2, 4}, where p = wn .
The theoretical results of these figures are generated
using (16). The results show that our model can predict
the probability of decoding at least x source packets
from m received coded packets with the average MAPD
of 6 %. These figures show that in lower sparsity, the
decoder can recover a fraction of source packets in lower
number of transmissions, for example, the probability of
DRAFT July 30, 2019
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Fig. 1. Simulation and theoretical results for probability of decoding at least x source packets for x = 1, 5, 10, 32. q = 2, 24, 28, w = 2, 4
and n = 32 in fully random SNC scheme
recovering at least one of the source packets is higher
when w = 2 with respect to w = 4. however, the
probability of decoding the whole generation is lower for
lower sparsity, showing that the total number of required
transmissions to decode the whole generation increases
by lowering sparsity.
In order to test our tuning scheme, we used (19) to
(22) to calculate the best value for sparsity for each
transmission. Fig. 2 show the evolution of sparsity for
n ∈ {32, 64} and q ∈ {2, 24}. As these figures show,
the sparsity significantly increases when the number of
received coded packets reaches 0.7 × n. The impact of
the Galois Field can also be clearly seen as the sparsity
remains higher for higher Galois Field. This incident
occurs due to the fact that in lower Galois Field, the
source packets are decoded more quickly as can be seen
in Fig. 1, hence, in order to increase the probability of
decoding new source packets after each transmission, the
sparsity tends to decrease more quickly.
The results of our tuning scheme are compared to
traditional SNC in fig. 3 to Fig. 5. These figures show the
impact of the tuning scheme on ADD and the average
number of transmissions where n ∈ {32, 64} and q ∈
{2, 24, 28}. As these figures suggest, our tuning scheme
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Fig. 2. Evolution of sparsity regarding the number of received coded packets for n = 32, 64 and q = 2, 24, 28
achieves an average 21 % lower ADD while having
an average of 1 % more transmissions with respect to
traditional RLNC. The ADD of the proposed tuning
scheme is also 16 % better than the best achievable ADD
with traditional SNC, regardless of the number of source
packets and Galois Field. Table I also summarizes the
results for the average ADD and the average number
of transmissions for different values of sparsity and our
tuning scheme. In this table we show the values for the
ADD and the Average Number of Transmissions (ANT)
for different values of sparsity in traditional SNC and
RLNC as well as our tuning scheme for different values
of n and q. In this table we also show the difference of
ADD and ANT in tuning scheme and traditional RLNC
to better illustrate our achievement.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived an approximation for the
probability of partial decoding in SNC tuning scheme.
Our results show the proposed model predicts the frac-
tion of decoded source packets after an arbitrary number
of transmissions with an average RMSD of 6 % regard-
less of sparsity and Galois Field. Our results show that
at the start of transmission, higher sparsity, increase the
probability of partial decoding. However, towards the
end of transmission, the probability of partial decoding
decreases for higher sparsity and increases for lower
sparsity. Therefore, if the sparsity of system is constant
throughout the whole transmission, the partial decoding
will perform as desired in only a part of the whole
transmission.
In order to achieve the maximum partial decoding
probability throughout the whole transmission, we pro-
posed a tuning scheme. In this tuning scheme, we change
the sparsity in each coded packet. The results show this
tuning scheme achieves an average 21 % lower ADD
compared to RLNC and an average 16 % lower ADD
with respect to best possible ADD for SNC scheme with
fixed sparsity. The proposed tuning scheme also manages
to maintain the average number of required transmissions
close to traditional RLNC, with an average of 1.5 %
more required transmissions.
APPENDIX
Consider the source packets as (e1, e2, ..., en). In this
notation, a coded packet can be considered as a linear
combination of w source packets, where w = p×n. The
probability that at least x source packets are decoded
in the decoder is equal to the probability that for a set
S ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n}, |S| = x, we have ∀i ∈ S : ei ∈
Row(M). let’s denote this probability as g(S). Also,
we denote f(S) as the probability that exactly the source
packets enumerated in S are decoded. This probability
is equal to the probability that ∀i ∈ S : ei ∈ Row(M)
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TABLE I
AVERAGE ADD AND AVERAGE ANT FOR TUNING SCHEME, TRADITIONAL SNC AND RLNC FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF n AND q
Generation Galois Field w = 1 w = 2 w = 3 w = 5 w = 10 RLNC Tuning Improvement
32 2
Average Decoding Delay 48.76 37.78 30.37 30.48 31.71 31.84 25.43 -20.13%
Average # Transmissions 137.22 87.66 47.44 34.79 33.26 33.06 33.94 + 2.66%
32 24
Average Decoding Delay 49.42 38.78 30.46 30.83 31.8 31.84 25.13 -21.07%
Average # Transmissions 135.91 84.73 46.22 33.82 32.63 32.63 32.81 +0.55%
32 28
Average Decoding Delay 50.16 39.64 30.73 31.03 31.81 31.84 24.83 -22.01%
Average # Transmissions 133.76 82.31 45.84 33.59 31.58 32.58 32.61 +0.1%
64 2
Average Decoding Delay 73.76 63.53 59.86 62.73 63.68 63.68 49.57 -22.15%
Average # Transmissions 269.56 159.4 91.34 66.22 65.62 65.62 66.18 +0.85%
64 24
Average Decoding Delay 74.59 63.67 60.86 63.74 63.87 63.87 50.57 -21.29%
Average # Transmissions 267.18 157.26 89.73 64.73 64.08 64.08 64.58 +0.77%
64 28
Average Decoding Delay 75.63 63.74 61.06 63.81 63.91 63.91 51.36 -19.63%
Average # Transmissions 266.09 154.23 88.94 64.58 64.06 64.06 64.32 +0.37%
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and ∀j /∈ S : ej /∈ Row(M). It is easy to see that
g(S) =
∑
J:J⊇S f(J). By using lemmas 1 and 2, for
any set S, we have:
g(S) =
N|S|.P
r−|S|
m−|S|
NP rm
. (23)
The terms P
r−|S|
m−|S| and P
r−|S|
m−|S| are added to enumer-
ate the number of matrices with rank r − |S| and r
respectively. Provoking the principal of Inclusion and
Exclusion, we get the results of (31) for f(S).
The last equality in (31) follows by setting the value
of J ′ = J/S.
There are
(
n−x
j
)
possible sets of J ′, where |J ′| = j,
hence, (31) takes following form.
f(S) =
m−x∑
j=0
(
n− x
j
)
(−1)j
( Γ(n+1)
Γ(npx+j+1)Γ(n−npx+j+1)
(q − 1)npx+j
)m−x−j
P r−x−jm−x−j
nP rm
.
(32)
Considering that f(S) is the probability that exactly
the source packets indicated by S are decoded, we can
write
P (X = x|R = r,M = m) =
∑
S:|S|=x
f(S) =
(
n
x
)
f(S′)
(33)
where S′ is any subset of {1, 2, ..., k} of size x.
Substituting (32) in (33) gives the result.
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